Methods Exam, 2013
The time for the exam is eight hours. You have from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. The
exam is open note and open book. You are not allowed to collaborate.
Math Foundations:
1.

2. In words, explain the conceptual differences between an antiderivative and a definite integral.

3.

Probability & Statistics Questions:

Core Material:
QUESTION 1
Consider the OLS regression output from Stata below. The observations are American adults in the
2004 National Election Study survey.
. reg

gwbush01 PID ideology bushwar

Source |
SS
df
MS
-------------+-----------------------------Model | 51.5823226
3 17.1941075
Residual | 56.9138034
969 .058734575
-------------+-----------------------------Total | 108.496126
972 .111621529

Number of obs
F( 3,
969)
Prob > F
R-squared
Adj R-squared
Root MSE

=
=
=
=
=
=

973
292.74
0.0000
0.4754
0.4738
.24235

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------gwbush01 |
Coef.
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------PID |
.6596368
.0223505
29.51
0.000
.6157759
.7034977
ideology |
.0325418
.0181637
1.79
0.074
-.0031031
.0681866
bushwar |
.0038069
.0199563
0.19
0.849
-.0353557
.0429695
_cons |
.2103008
.0227522
9.24
0.000
.1656515
.25495
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

gwbush01 = Feeling thermometer for President George W. Bush, scaled to run from 0 (very cool
affect/dislike) to 1 (very warm affect/like), with .5 meaning “neutral”
PID = Seven point party identification scale, running from 0 for strong Democrats to 1 for strong
Republicans (categories are strong Republican, weak Republican, Independent that leans Republican,
Independent, Independent that leans Democrat, weak Democrat, strong Democrat)
ideology = three point variable, where 0=liberal, .5=moderate, and 1=conservative
bushwar = four point variable indicating the degree of support for Bush’s handling of the war in
Iraq, where 0 is strongly disapprove, .33 is disapprove somewhat, .67 is approve somewhat, and 1 is
strongly approve
a. Using this regression model, how would you test the hypothesis that “the war effort doesn’t
matter to Americans’ evaluations of George W. Bush”? If you can test the hypothesis from
this output alone, do so (set-up/report/interpret). If you cannot, explain why not and what
else you’d need to know. [Assume CLRM holds for this question.]
b. All else equal, what is the expected difference in Bush ratings between weak Republicans and
weak Democrats? Between moderates and conservatives? How confident are you in those
predicted differences (and how do you know)?
c. You present the results from this regression at a conference and an audience member wants
to dismiss them “because you forgot the economy.” You reply to the critic that you’re not
concerned about the economy, because at the point at which the survey was conducted, the
economy was booming and sentiment about the economy was high among all sorts of
Americans. Explain the problem the audience member was claiming you had, and how your
response was addressing it. Then explain how you would test the argument between you

and the audience member (what would you run, how would you decide on whose model is
right, etc.?)
d. Another audience member asks whether you “considered the argument that political
information or awareness should have caused a divide between partisans? That Democrats
and Republicans really would have reacted differently to more information about Bush’s
handling of the war effort?” Did this regression do that? If so, report and discuss the
relevant results. If not, write down an amended model that would consider the argument
the audience member raised. Discuss what information from that model (including any
necessary tests not immediately reported in Stata regression output) you would use to answer
the audience member’s question.
e. One more audience comment. “I have concerns about your dependent variable. I just don’t
believe that people are capable of reporting to you exactly where their feelings about Bush
fall on a 0 to 100 thermometer scale.” You reply, “I agree to some extent—the evidence
suggests that they really only have a general sense of their placement on the scale, and that
they simply guess at exactly which number to report.” You don’t seem too worried. Explain.

QUESTION 2
Explain the linearity assumption of the CLRM. Are there ways in which it is not as restrictive as it
might seem?

QUESTION 3
What are the consequences of measurement error for OLS? Discuss possible solutions.

Advanced Material:
QUESTION 1 – Choose 2 of the following 4 questions and provide a CONCISE, ½ to 1
page response.

** This section has choices**
Directions – Choose 2 of the following # Questions
QUESTION 1
In event history analysis, often spells or episodes are left-censored, right-censored, or have repeated
transitions. Describe the problems such spells create and where political research is likely to
encounter them. Then evaluate solutions to these problems.
QUESTION 2
Internet surveys have become common. What advantages, if any, do Internet surveys have over
other survey modes? Summarize any research you know about how similar the results of Internet
surveys are to surveys taken through other modes. Discuss the limitations of Internet surveys from
the Total Survey Error perspective. (In answering this question, be sure to indicate what type of
Internet surveys you are critiquing.)
QUESTION 3
Experimental research is lauded for its superior “internal validity.” What does this phrase mean, and
how does internal validity differ from external validity? How is internal validity achieved? What is a
true experiment anyway, and how does it differ from other varieties of experimental
research/research designs (quasi-experiments, simulations)? What are some of the major threats to
internal validity in social science research generally? Does improved internal validity trade off with
other desirable properties of social scientific research? Please consider the relationship between the
experiment itself (esp. the actual treatment) and the theoretical concept of interest.
QUESTION 4
Suppose that you are analyzing voting data with measures at both the individual and county level.
Write the separate level-1 and level-2 equations as well as the combined multi-level model. What
assumptions are necessary to estimate this model? How would you interpret a random intercept and
random coefficient model? Besides a multi-level model, what other models could you estimate?
Why is a multi-level model superior?
QUESTION 5
There are several different statistical estimation approaches available, including least-squares,
maximum-likelihood, and Bayesian. Compare their assumptions and relative advantages and
disadvantages. Under what circumstances would the approaches you choose give identical results?
Which one is considered more general and why?
QUESTION 6
Explain the concept of the bootstrap. What does the bootstrap simulate? When can the bootstrap
fail?

QUESTION 7

